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QUESTION 1

What should a Solution Architect do to ensure that all requirements for a multi-cloud implementation are captured during
discovery sessions so that project stakeholders are aligned with the project team on deliverables? 

A. Develop and present the business case to all project stakeholders before beginning the solution design and
development phase. 

B. Develop and present the project scope itemized within the requirements document to all project stakeholders before
beginning the solution design and development phase. 

C. Define and document the user journey map with project stakeholders to capture the customer interactions at all
touchpoints. 

D. Define and document the business value map with project stakeholders to capture the value provided by the
implementation. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 2

Northern Trail Outfitters (NTO) is currently using Salesforce CPQ and would like to implement B2B Commerce Classes.
NTO uses a Partner Community to allow partners to build complex bundles to provide detailed quotes to clients. NTO
also wants to ensure that it does not have to maintain two databases of products. 

Which two considerations should a Solution Architect keep in mind about the CPQ B28 Commerce Connector when
synchronizing Product and Price data? 

Choose 2 answers 

A. The connector lets you sync simple products with a flat price. 

B. The connector does not support syncing complex CPQ bundles. 

C. Discount schedules from CPQ will sync to discounts and promotions m B2B Commerce Classic 

D. The connector is a two-way sync for product and pricing logic. 

Correct Answer: AB 

 

QUESTION 3

Universal Containers (UC) is currently using Sales Cloud, Revenue Cloud, Experience Cloud, and B2B Commerce. B2B
Commerce and Experience Cloud are used for UC\\'s end customers while the direct Sales team sells with partners
through Revenue Cloud. However, partners want to work digitally versus through email. 

The direct Sales team has asked the CIO how they can expose their Revenue Cloud capabilities to their partners and
vendors using Salesforce. The CIO knows they are currently using B2B Commerce for customers and is wondering if
they can do something similar for partners by exposing CPQ capabilities in Experience Cloud for partners. 

What are two questions a Solution Architect should ask when evaluating either B2B Commerce or CPQ for partners via
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Experience Cloud? Choose 2 answers 

A. Will partners be using CPQ to sell to our customers that are utilizing our B2B Commerce tool today? 

B. Does the direct Sales team co-sell with partners or sell to partners in this new channel model? 

C. Do partners need to do complex configurations or create their special pricing? 

D. What do we need to invest in order to build the channel and where does that investment come from? 

Correct Answer: AC 

 

QUESTION 4

Universal Containers (UC) has a multi-cloud environment that includes Sales Cloud, Service Cloud, and CPQ. The
environment supports multiple languages via the translation workbench. As part of a roadmap, UC is implementing B2B
Commerce. As part of this project, there is a requirement to translate data stored within the Name and Description fields
on the Product and Product Category objects. 

What should a Solution Architect recommend to achieve this? 

A. Done data records and translate. 

B. Enable Translation Workbench. 

C. Add custom field with translations 

D. Enable Data translation for 626 Commerce. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 5

Universal Containers (UC) delivers packaging solutions to its customers based on volume schedule, which is part of a
contract that UC is closing. Customers place orders against these contracts, and the orders are maintained in an ERP
system outside of Salesforce. 

Employees of UC want to track invoicing payment status on a monthly basis so that they can identify early when
customer orders fall short of the contractual target. 

Which two solution components should a Solution Architect recommend to meet this requirement? 

Choose 2 answers 

A. Opportunities and Opportunity Products from Sales Cloud 

B. Product and Revenue Schedules from Sales Cloud 

C. Invoicing payment status sync between Salesforce Billing and ERP 

D. Orders and Order Products from Sales Cloud and a MuleSoft integration with the ERP 

Correct Answer: AB 
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